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General Theory of Vibrations of 
. . 
Cylindrical Tubes 
PART-V: UNCOUPLED FLEXURAL VIBRATIONS OF OPEN TUDEst 
by 
A. V. KRISHNA MURTY AND C. V. JOGA RAO· 
SumQ1ary 
Based on the simplicity in satisfying free-edge boundary condition, open 
tubes vibrating injlexural mode are classified as type C and type D. Compared 
to type D' tubes, type C ·tubes have relatively simpler free.,.edg~ boundary 
condition. An alternate formulation is developed for type D tubes' in which 
tile .satisfaction of the fr~e-edge condition is as simple and direct as ill type C 
tubes. 
AnalYJis of type C tubes is v~ry similar to that of closed tubes. In this 
paper we. study the flexural vibration characteristics of a simply-supported 
lipped-I-section which is a typical open tube of type D. 
Additional Notation! 
<1, b Typical cross-sectional dimensions of the 
K4 w2 pL4 A 
u - '1fB-;;-
2 
kJj 
p 
Q = 
Bxx/A 
alb 
L/a 
tube' 
2 2 ~2 ~ I' "2' 3 Roots of the polynomial (see Eqs. (5.20) and (5.37) ) 
2 I f.L6 I 
~ Defined by Eq. (5.31) 
2 2 I 
'1 4 ' '15 ) 
tThis forms part of a Thesis entitled "Vibration studies of some basic aircraft structural 
components" by A. V. Krishna Murty approved for the award of the Degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy in the Faculty of Engineering, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. 
*Lecturer and Professor of Aeronautical Engineering respectively, Indian Institute of Science. 
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".~ 5.0 .' 'Introduction . , . '. ' ...... 
For open tubes of doubly symmetric or doubly antisymmetric' cross-sections 
we have uncoupled flexural and torsional'_ vibrations; but each mode, generally, 
involves considerable warping. motion also. Owing to the considerable influence of 
shear ·lag effects, beam theories~,tt. are, most often, inadequate. In this report we 
use the theory proposed by th¢ a.l!thors32 in Part r to . study the flexural vibration 
characteristics of open tubes . 
• • ' J ~ • ! •• -, 
.' . As diff~reni from the analysis of closed tube the analysis of open tube involves 
satisfaction of free-edge boundary condition namely 
. OW .+~ .J~= 0 
oS ds dz 
The end cO,nditions on warp are (5.1) 
either w = 0 or ~ = 0 
oZ 
dx 
If --'= 0 at the free-edges, Eqs. (5.1) involve w only. Hence it is easy ds 
to choose admissible functions for the method of section 1.6*. Such tubes are 
c1as~ified as type C. Neverthless if ~ 7'= 0 at open edges it is not easy to get a ds 
suitable admissibJe function t~ satisfy free edge boundry condition. Such tubes are 
classified as type D (see Fig. 5.1). A modification in the governing equations, 
renders the application of the method of section 1.6 to type D tubes, as easy and 
straightforward as for type C tubes; these modifications are presented in section (5.2). 
..... y 
- y ~---I y ..... ---I 
'. :x: r 
Fig. 5.1 : Open Tubes of Type 0 
In this paper we study the natural vibration characteristics of a simrly-
supported open tube of lipped 1 section, representative of type D tubes, lIsingsecond 
order approximation equations. 
* Sections and equatinns referred as {I. ) can be seen in Part I. 
t References are given in Part: I 
t Section, and equ:lIions referred as (3. ) can be seen in Part Ill. 
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5.1 Governing equations for open tubes of type c.-·rigorous formulation. 
These are the same as those for closed tubes. Use'is made of the zero shear 
strain condition at the free edges (section (3.1»*. Equilibrium equations are 
dZu 2, ' I d § ow' dx 
dz2 
+ k u = - --- - -- - t ds 
u Sxx dz oS ds .11 •• (5.2) 
The boundary conditions at each end are 
either u = 0 du 1 £ 0 w ~ t ds = 0 
or ~ + Sxx :J' ds ds 
either w = 0 or - aw = 0 
oz (5.3) 
and 
oW 
= 0 at free edges 
o s (5.4) 
As mentioned earlier, the analysis of open tubes of type C is similar to that of 
closed tubes and these will not be considered here further. Although these equations 
are applicable to open tubes of D also, it is necessary to modify them in order to 
facilitate the use of the method oi solution of section 1.6. Hence, in the rest of the 
paper, we deal with open tubes of type D only. 
5.2 Governing equations for open tubes of type D-rigorous formulation. 
and 
As mentioned eailier, it is necessary to select an expression-for w satisfying 
oW 
o s 
d x 
+ CfS ~ = 0 at open edges dz 
o w 
either w = 0 or - = 0 at each and a z 
(5.5) 
so that one can use the method of solution suggested in section 1.6. It is clear from 
the above, the selection of such function is not possible unless we modify the 
equations since the first of Eqs. (5.5) involves u' also. 
However, it may be mentioned here, that if one proposes to use RayJeigh-
Ritz method. the formulation presented for open tubes of type C may be used for 
open tubes of type D also. 
The difficulty in selecting a suitable function for w can be avoided by effecting 
transformation of the governing equations using the relationship 
d u 
w = - x ~ + WI (z. s) (5,6) 
• Sections and equations referred a'S (3, ) can be seen in Part IH. 
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I· 
because in this case, u will be eliminated from the first of Eqs .. (5.5). The first term 
Qf Eq. (5.6) may be reco?niscd as the one associated with the elementary bending 
theory. 
Substituting 
Eqs. (5.8) namely . 
Eq. .(5.6) in the second of Eqs. (5.2), we have the second of 
. ' . -
, 
z - 0
2 
{' k2 ( du )} + O?WI o Z2 - x(fZ + WI --a-~2 -=-.- ': 
(5.7<1) 
Substituting Eq. (5.6) in the first of Eqs. (5.2) and using the' condition that 
§ ;: x ds = ~ (5.7b) 
one obtains the flrst of Eqs. (5.8). Thus the equations of equilibrium are 
d4u 2, d2u 2 d2 ,h 0 WI - . 
k2 Bxx --- + k Bxx --- k A u=k2 dz2 :J' -- zt ds dz4 S' dz2 S 0 Z 
... (5.8) 
'-- + k· w] - k . --- - . k2 02Wl +: 02W1 2 k' 2x (dd
z
3U
a 
+ 2 dU) 
OZ2 . I 0~2 S W' dz ' 
the boundary conditions at each end are (these are, obtained from Eqs. (5.3) by 
following the same method used to get Eqs. (5.8) from Eqs. (5.2) ) 
I 
and 
either u = 0 2 i d
3u 2 du d £ 
or k Bxx -d 3 + k Bxx -d- -. k2- d-- " z s z z 
- k; § wixt ds = 0 
d2u 
either u' = 0 or Bxx dz2 
i ~OWI_ = 0 at fiee edges os 
£ ~ xt ds '-:- 0 
" oZ 
Cross-sectional constants in Eqs. {5.8) to (5.10) are defined as 
, 1',1;., 
Bxx = "x-t ds 
A = § t ds 
OW) xt ds 
oZ 
(5.9) 
'" (5.10) 
... ' (5.11) 
( 
Now jf we choose the ex!pression for WI to satisfy Eq. (5.10) we are left with 
four boundary conditions in all, namely Eqs. (5.9). Substituting this expression for ~~ 
WI in the first of Eq. (5.8) and solving for u, we find, that the solution involves 
fouradditiotralaf'olttary-const:aritsanothese can-be: determined usj~g(5.·9) .. rhus,-'-
\ 
r 
• \ 
\ 
c' 
23 
we have generated expressions for u and WI satisfying. ~IJ boundary ,conditions and 
also. the .first e.quationof Eqs. (5.8). A~ suggested ~n. section '1.6, either the error 
in the second equation of Eqs. (5.8) can be minimjsed~ or the orthogonality proper-
,ties can be made use of to generate simultaneous eq~ations7 . truncating which the 
eigen values and eigen vectors .can be·computed·.' . 
5.3 ._~pe.J1 tubes of type D-first order approXimation 
The governing equation in this case JS obtained by putting W1 = 0 in Eqs. 
(5.8) and using Eq. (5.7b) as 
(5.12) 
and the boundary conditions at each end are (Eqs. (5.9) ) 
... (5.13) 
. d 3u 2· 
either u = 0 ork2Bxx "dz3 + ks Bxx 
du 
dz = 0 
d2u 
either u' '- 0 or k2 Bxx (fZ2 = 0 
. 
Eq. (5.12) can also be written as 
iv + k 2" K4 0 u u - u'= 
w u (5.14) 
and the boundary conditions as 
. I . 0 If' k 2 , 0 Cit ler u = or u + U= 
w (5.15) 
either u' = 0 or u" = 0 
It can be readily seen that Eq. (5.14) is the well known Rayleigh's equation 
for vibration of beams. This involves neglect of transverse shear effect. Hence, 
these equations can give good results only ifhansverse shear effect is small. 
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Fig. 5.2: A Simply Sup'ported Tubeot"I Section 
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5.4 A simply supported op~n tube of type D-first order approximation equations. 
Fig. (5.2) shows·a simply supported open tube of type D. The cross sectional 
con'itants pertaining to this s~cti\ln are 
A = § t ds ~ 2(2a + 3b)t 
and w = - X lI' 
The boundary conditions in this case are 
u (0) = u" (0) ~ 0 
u (I) = u" (I) =,0 
The solution of Eq. (5.14) is ' 
u := Al sin A1Z + A2 cos I.1Z + A3 sinh A;!Z + A( cosh A
2
Z 
where -·1.7 md A~ are rootslof the quadratic equation 
~~ + k2 ~ - K4 = 0 ! 
W II 
Satisfaction of the boundary tondi:ions, in a nontrivial case requires 
I . 
sin 1.1 sinh',1.2 = 0 
or I. t = m7t; m = 1,2,3, ... 00 
~\nd the mode. shapes are 
II = AI sin m 7t z 
W ::~- - AI xm cos m7tZ i 
Let 
Bxx I 2 
- ··-:=k· A ~l 
. Using Eq. (5.22) and substituting 
;: -
.., 
one ubtains 
J 
2 + m2 7t2 kt,i 
Ne~Iectin~ IOl1!!itudinal inertia we have 
'- ~ .. - I 
*4 . K =! 
u 
Some numerical results are discussed in section (5.7) . 
.. , 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
(5.20a) 
(5.21) 
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(5.24) 
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5.5 Open tubes of type D-· secon~ o!'der approximation 
The appropriate expression for w in~ the second order approximation is 
du _ UJ' 
25 
w = - x - -- w x y x dz 2' .•. (5.25) 
w2.x has to be obtained from the relation (section (1.13) ) 
W2 ,X: = - J J x ds ds 
... (5.26a) 
The constants of integration are evaluated from zero strain condition at free edges 
namely 
Substituting Eq. (5.25), into the second of Eqs. (5.2), we have 
I nstead of Eq. (5.27a), we choose to sat isfy 
§ zx ds ==0 
§ ~W2'X ds = 0 
(5.260) 
(5.27a) 
(5.270) 
Substituting Eq. (5.25) in the first of Eqs. (5.2) and using Eq. (5.27b), we have the 
equilibrium equations as 
( 
d4u 
k2 Bxx (iZ4 + 
2-k Lxx (
d 2 ,¥x 2 d,¥x) IV + k -- - Lxx T X = 0 dz2 W dz 
(5.28) 
and the boundry conditions at each end are (procedure is the same as that for getting 
Eqs. (5.28) from Eqs. (5.2) ) 
either u = 0 or k2Bxx (~+ k 2 ~ ) + k 2[;xx ( d2,¥~ + ,k2 tVx) =0 dz3 W dz dz2 W 
d" 
- d'Fx 
u'=O 
-u 0 either or BxxT- --L [,xx --'- - (5 29) , z- dz 
_ d2 u - d'Fx 0 either '¥x=O or [,xx~. + Lxx-- -z- dz 
c, 
. " 
i 
~i .~ , 
~ 1 .'; 
; f ~~ 
·i 
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I 
The following notatiO)l is adopted in Eqs. (5.28) and (5.29) 
A = § t ds 
Lxx = § (d~~.x)2 t ds 
Introducing 1 he notation 
2txx ! 2 Lxx 
u 4 = Bxx ;: fL 6 = -12 L~-;-
Eqs. (5.28) become 
uiv + k 2 u" 1+ ) -( y".' + k 2 !JIx)' - K 4 u = 0 
W I 4 x w u 
u'" + k 2u' -1;' u2 ( y" + k2 !JIx) - fL26 !JIx = 0 w ' 5 x . W 
, 
While the boundan' conditiohs at each end are 
• 1 . 
either u = 0 or u'" -+- k~ u' + u~ ( y: + k; Yx) := 0 
'th . , 0 ,,+1 2 .1.1 - 0 Cl cr u = or u : u 4 'f'x -
I 2 
either !JIx = 0 or u" -PuS .p' = 0 
I X 
I 
Combining the two equationsl (5.32), we have 
{ DO + a]D1 + a2D2 + as} (u or tJlx ) ~ 0 
where 
[Vol. 21. No.1 
) ...... 
... (5.30) 
~: 
(5.31) 
~I 
(5.32) 
(5.33) 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
( 
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From Eqs. (5.34) 
u = Al sin A1z + A2 cos AIZ + As sinh A2Z + AI, cosh "%2 
+ As sinh Aaz + Ae cosh ASZ 
I , I 
!/Ix = AI sin AIZ + A2 cos AIZ + A3 sinh A2Z + A4 cosh AzZ 
I , 
+ A5 sinh Asz + A6 cosh AaZ 
27 
(536) 
where - Ai . A~ , ,\~ are the roots of the cubic equation (Eq. (5.34) ) 
... (5,37) 
-" 
.'1 . 
, 
• 
1 
i i 
. .. E (536 . . d h ,\2 . ,2. d,\2 . . A I ' " In wfltmg q. . ), It JS assume t at 1 ' 1\2 an 3 ~re positive. s t 1e present i?~~ 
interest is limited to assessing the influence of shear lag on the natural frequencie;,s "~'-;~ 
.:. :;~ tl 
associated with primarily transverse motion, additional frequencies arising out ·of.' " 
.. " !. . r;~ . 
negative A~ and ,,~are excluded from the present discussion. It is obvious that all~::(·.", ,:}! J 
the a rbitrary constants in Eqs. (5.36) are not independent for they have to sati,sfy .any. · \ • ,i~1 
one of Eqs. (5.32) also. Satisfying the first of Eqs. (5.32) one finds .'.~~ 
\ u~ (2- ~~ +k;) A2 i~~ Al :::-.= -
,\ I -.. "! k w ._- K 1I • ;, 
.. ~ 
"2 u~ ( ,,~ + k~ ) 
-~-~----
,,4 +/ k2 _K4 
2 2 W 1I 
2' 2 2 
"2 u 4 ( "2 + k w ) 
,,4+ / k 2 _K4 
2 2 W 1I 
A;; -
(5,38)' 
, . 
. , 
~ 
• 
. , 
~<''f- ~l 
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5.6 Cross sectional constantS of I section -second order approximation 
Since the tube is doubl)( symmetric, for flexural vibrations in the plane of XOZ, 
warp is antisymmetric about ~-axis and symmetric about x-axis. Hence it is sufficient 
I 
if we ,consider the region ABeD for obtaining w2,x. The ,expression for x = x (s) is 
x= -s in;O ::;: s ::;: b 
=-b ini b < s <a + b ... (5.39) 
= s - (a + 21,) in ( a + b) < s ::;: a + 2b 
W;'!'x is obtained from ( Eq, (5;26a) ) 
(5.40) 
and using the conditions 
) at D - 0 (5.41 ) 
as well as the conditions of con:tinuity of w2•x and at corners, 
=-
h ( )2 
- -2 s-b + I ( s-b )3 6 
ab 
2 
in b :::;; s :s:: a + b 
( ab+ ,_~2)( s-b ) + ab2 + 5:3 
in a + b :::;: s < a -1-- 2b; , .. (5.42) 
(' 
, 
) 
( 
~ .. 
( ~ 
\ 
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variation of WI'X over the section is shown in Fog. (5.3). 
2b 
x 
Fig. 5.3: w::,x in I Section 
, 
Using Eqs (5.42) and (5.39) in ~qs. (5.30) one has 
Bxx =. b2 t (4a + 3b) 
- bt ( ) ~xx = - IS-- 19a4 + 20a3b + 30a2b2 + 25ab3 + 3b' 
29 
Lxx = 2~~0 (J344a6-3990a4b+S740a3b2-31sa2b3+721~b4+60b5) 
Lxx = -.~~~( 20a'+40a3b+120a2b2+30ab3+3b4) 
A = 2(2a + 3b) t 
Considering the case of ajb=l, and using the notation Lja=Q we have 
2 88 
u4 = 10SQ2 
2 
iJ.6 
106S 
880 
40 
231k2Q2 
... (S.43) 
... (5.44) 
.. ~ , 
.~.: 
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5.7 AsimpJy supported tube' of I section - second order approximation 
The boundary conditions in this case are (Fig. 5.2) 
u(O) = ~'(O) = : 'Y'x(O) = 0 
u(l) = u"(l) ~ ''Y'x(l) = 0 
(5.45) 
(546) 
Appropriate expressions for uj and 'Yx are given in Eqs. (5.36) and:{5 38). Satisfac-
tion of Eq. (5.45) yield 
Satisfying Eqs. (5.46) one finds for nontrivial solution 
sin 7\t sinh A2 sihh 1.3 = 0 
or 
Al = m 7t; m == 1,2,3, = 00 
Substituting 
2 ,2 2 ~ = - A) = - m 7t 
•.. (5.47) 
(5.48) 
in Eq. (5.37), neglecting longitudinal inertia ( k~ =0 ), one obtains 
222 
m 7t u4 t --------222 2 
JTI7t u5+ 1-'-6 
"A 
Figs. (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6) show the variation of Ku with length. 
I 
udes three cases namely: 
(i) bending alone considered (Eq. (5.24) ); 
(ii) bending nnd longitu,dinal inertia considered (Eq. (5.23) ); 
I iii) bending and shear lag considered (Eq. (5.49) ). 
I 
(5.49) 
Eelch figure incl-
These reveal that the effects of longitudinal inertia and shear I<:g are small In long 
tubes, but these effects are large, in short tubes. 
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---- - SENDING .. "eLUDED, fiRST ORDER 
A PPROXJMATBO~ 
31, 
---- BENDING AND i..ONGITUDI~AL INERTIA 
INCLUDED J FIRST ORDER APPROX'MATIOfli 
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Fig. 5.4 : Influence of Plan Aspect Ratio on the Frequency Parameter for a 
Simply Supported Beam of I Section with a/b=1, Fundamental 
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_.-1..._ BENDING AND LONGITUDINAL INERTIA 
INCLUDED, FIRST ORDER APPROXIMATIO"'. 
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SECOND ORDER APPROXIMATION. 
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Fig. 5.5: Inf/unce of Plan Aspect Ratio on the Frequencv Parameter for a 
Simp Iv SUPport~d Tube of I Section with a/b=1 Second Mode 
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---- 8ENDJNG DNCL.UDED, FI~ST ORDEI( 
APPROXIMATION • 
. 
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---.- BENDING AND LONGITUDINAL INERTIA INCLUDED. 
FIRST ORDER APPROXIMATION. 
-~-- BENDING AND SHEAR LAG INCLUDED. 
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SECOND ORDER APPROXIMATION. 
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Fig. 5.6: Influence of Plan Aspect Ratio on the Frequency Parameter for a 
Simply Supported Tube of 1 Section with a/b=1, Third Mode 
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5.8 Conclusions 
J 
iiI this paper, problems of flexural vibrations of open tubes are discussed. Based 
on the' simplicity in satisfa\ction of f~ee-edge boundary condition open tubes in 
flexural mode of vibrations arc' classified as type C and D tubes. The free-edge 
boundary condition of type D tubes is relatively more complicated than type C tubes. 
A modified formulation is developed for type D tubes in which this difficulty is over-
come. Using the second order approximation equations of this modified formulation 
a typical type D tube-a lipped I section, is analysed for flexural mode of vibration. 
The results show, at least se~ond order approximations must be used in order to 
ohtain reasonable estimates of natural frequencies of short open tubes. 
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